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• Solar helps generate about 2% of the world’s electricity and 0.14% of Wisconsin’s electricity3,4

• Prices for solar PV have dropped 77% worldwide from 2010-2018
• Dropped 38% in Wisconsin over the last five years
• Prices have the potential to become reliably less costly than fossil fuels in 20205

• Expected to keep dropping through 2050

• Wind power contributes 5% of worldwide electricity generation3

• Expected to increase to 26% by 2050
• The average cost has decreased about 47% over the last 

decade, with further room to decrease as turbine efficiencies 
decrease5

• Makes up currently 2.63% of Wisconsin’s electricity grid6,7

• Uses less than 0.7% of theoretical maximum capacity 
• 3 major areas in turbine: 

• The blades, the tower, and the nacelle (the region on top of 
the tower that houses the mechanical components)

• Turbines account for over 65% of total system costs
• Main source of these costs stem from the tower, gearbox, and 

blades
• Offshore turbine development is increasing

• Large potential to advance the industry 
• Offshore winds are generally faster
• Offshore turbines do not take up any land
• Wind turbines and wind farms can be larger and generate 

more power
• Offshore turbines are mostly produced and used in Europe

Two advanced sources of clean energy that are being deployed around 
the world are solar power and wind power. In both cases, the source of 
power, the sun and the wind, are renewable and available worldwide. In 
the United States, renewable sources accounted for about 20 percent of 
electricity generation in 2018, with Wisconsin’s renewables share making 
up about 10 percent of the state generation. Both solar and wind 
industries are relatively young, so development is happening 
continuously in order to increase efficiency and lower the costs of 
production. 

Current Wisconsin companies
• Primarily deal with BOS components 

(e.g. wiring, mounts, inverters)
Cover glass
• The costs associated with importing 

modules becomes more significant as 
module prices decrease

• Most glass used in domestic modules is 
imported
• Very expensive to ship

• Wisconsin already has two float glass 
lines
• Makes sense for Wisconsin to use 

these in the future to produce cover 
glass for modules

• This would work best if module 
assembly/production increased 
domestically (whether in Wisconsin or 
another state)

Current Wisconsin companies
• Usually work with nacelle components (e.g. 

gears, fuses, couplings, etc.). 
• A few companies produce turbine towers
• One (Broadwind Energy, Inc.) has the 

capability of manufacturing turbines over 
100 meters tall

Offshore wind turbines
• Domestic suppliers may be needed in the 

future in order to keep costs low
• Offshore sector is still young, but it has 

potential to grow significantly large
Alternative blade composites
• Average blades today are very heavy, which 

decreases efficiency (especially considering 
the trend of increasing blade lengths)

• Alternatives will also contribute to offshore 
demand, as offshore turbines are built larger 
than onshore ones and require larger blades

• Power cannot be generated when the sun is 
not out

• Storing PV energy is difficult
• Becoming less of a problem as battery 

technology advances 
• Effectiveness of PV systems varies by location 

(due to different places receiving more solar 
radiation than others)

• By some accounts, non-hardware costs (e.g. 
permitting, installation, inspection) can 
comprise more than half of the total cost in 
residential or commercial PV systems

• Variable wind power output due to 
variable wind conditions
• Mitigated by using lighter and longer 

blades and taller towers for greater 
efficiency

• Transportation
• Can be logistically difficult to transport 

large towers and blades
• Starting investment for wind-powered 

sites is higher than traditional fossil-fuel 
generators
• Due to the large costs associated with 

the turbines themselves and non-
hardware aspects

• Wind power requires more land per MW 
than average combustion generation 
facilities/installations 
• Mitigated through more efficient (i.e. 

taller and lighter) turbines

Major components of a solar module
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Main components of a wind turbine
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Price breakdown of a residential PV system over time
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• By 2050, solar will make up 22% of global electricity generation
• Usage will grow significantly both in utility-scale operations and 

small-scale residential use
• PV system components are split into two areas:
• Solar panel (or module) components:

• Solar cells, encapsulant, back sheet, cover glass, and frame
• Cover glass, cells, and assembly usually done 

• Balance of System (BOS):
• Mostly commodity components
• Include mounting structures, junction boxes, and inverters

• BOS components become more important as module prices decrease
• Inverters (which convert DC current to AC current) are expected to 

decrease in price through 2022

Purpose
• Solar and wind technologies are becoming more economical and are 

expanding greatly, with global solar and wind capacities expected to reach 
about 18 times1 and 9 times2 their 2018 figures by 2050, respectively
• This makes it important for identify and expand manufacturing capacity to 

support these technologies
• In Wisconsin, currently planned projects include a 99 MW wind farm in 

Marathon County and a 142 MW solar project in Jefferson County
• As of August 2019, Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers has set a state goal of 

being 100% carbon free by 2050
• A massive shifts in energy production toward renewables is needed
• This presents opportunities for Wisconsin manufacturers to adapt to fit 

the needs of the industries or start developing the means to do so
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